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Abstract.This paper presents concrete linear-time algorithms for ﬁnding the
constant number of visible candidate edges in a polygon with holes. Our algorithms take the similar approach of Shin and Woo [1] in a polygon without
holes.
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1

Introduction

An edge in a polygon is called a (weakly) visible edge if every other point in the polygon is visible from some point in the edge. A polygon with holes, which will be called
a holed-polygon for brevity, is a natural model in many geometric applications such
as the gallery problem [4]; obstacles in a gallery are treated as holes within a polygon.
Shin and Woo [1] have provided an O(n) time algorithm for ﬁnding all visible edges
in a polygon without holes, and another optimal algorithm has been presented by
Sack and Suri [2]. However, this problem is still challenging in a holed-polygon; only
a result on the number of visible candidate edges has been presented by Park et al.
[3], but any efficient method is still not known for determining the visibility for each
candidate except the Ω(n4) time method [5] of constructing visibility polygons from
the candidate edges in a holed polygon. This paper is concerned with developing concrete linear time algorithms for finding the visible candidate edges in a holedpolygon.

2

Determining Visible Candidate Edges in a Holed-Polygon

There are well-known linear-time algorithms [1,2] for finding all visible edges in a
polygon without holes. In a polygon with holes, only a tight bound on the number of
visible edges has been established; there may be at most three on the boundary and
three on one of the holes [3].This section presents linear time algorithms for finding
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the constant number visible candidate edges in a holed polygon, by applying the similar approach of [1] in a polygon without holes into the theoretical results of [3].
First, we locate three distinct edgesin a convex holeH such that HP(vi ,vi+1)
∩HP(vj,vj+1 )∩ HP(vk,vk+1 )=∅, where HP(u,v)denotesthehalfplanecontaining
everypoint
anedgeE(u,v)suchthat
zinHP(u,v)lieseitheronthelineL(u,v)orliestotheleftofE(u,v).Let ME(vi ,vi+1) be the
mapped edge of E(vi ,vi+1) such that vi is located at origin.

Second, we find allcandidates ofouter visible edges. After assigningcolors“red”,
“green”, and“yellow” toeachofthethreevisibilitypolygons defined with the middle
points of the above three distinct edges, where the visibility polygonV(q,P)[6] isdefinedasthesetofallpointsinPwhichisvisible from q, wefind all full-colored edgesofP;
this problem is equivalent to finding allcandidates ofouter visible edgesand thenumberofall full-colored edges isatmostthree [3].
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Third, wepresentanotherbasicoperationfordeterminingcandidates ofinnervisible edgesinaholed-polygon.

Finally, we describe an algorithm tofindcandidate edgesin [P;H1 , . . .,Hh] where
h≥2 , using the previousfundamental operations.
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3

Concluding Remarks

The coloring approach [1] edge visibility in a polygon without holes and the upper
bound on number of visible edges [3] in a holed-polygon together provide us new
penetrations to the visibility problem in a holed-polygon. Based on their results, we
established algorithms for determining a constant number of all candidate edges in a
polygon with one hole and multiple holes, respectively. These algorithms run in O(n)
time, where n is the number of vertices of all holes and vertices of the polygon boundary.
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